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A airline travel Supplier evaluation tool is provided which
will allow companies to efficiently evaluate the value of
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the Software tool may choose which, if any, preferred
Supplier Set is best given the user's preferences for Such
criteria including but not limited to Saving money and/or
Saving travel time.
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TOOL FOR ANALYZING CORPORATE AIRLINE
BIDS

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C.
S119(e) to U. S. Provisional Application No. 60/183,066
filed on Feb. 16, 2000.
TECHNICAL FIELD

0002 The present invention is directed to a tool for
analyzing airline travel procurement options, and more
particularly to a Software-implemented tool for analyzing
airline flight information in accordance with one or more
Specified Scenarios of preferred airline Suppliers, thereby
determining the economic value of a particular Scenario to
an airline customer and improving a travel manager's ability
to negotiate airline pricing agreements with an airline Sup
plier.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0.003 Airlines generally provide preferred pricing to cor
porate accounts in return for an expected level of revenue,
Segments or share of the corporation's expenditure on air
travel. For example, the airline and corporation will enter
into an agreement whereby the airline will provide the
corporation a 10% discount on all airline tickets in return for
a 35% share of the corporation's total spend on airline ticket
purchases. This style of contract element is often referred to
as a market share goal. Alternatively, the airline may agree
to a predetermined discount if the corporation agrees to

spend at least S2 million per year with the preferred airline.
This style of contract element is often referred to as a
revenue goal. A contract element requiring the corporation
to fly a minimum number of Segments in a time period is
known as a Segment goal.
0004. A corporation participating in a preferred airline
pricing program will typically receive a discount at the time
of ticketing. For example, a S1,000 ticket will be discounted
by 10% per the agreement, resulting in a $900 charge to the
corporation. These discounts are known as front-end dis
counts, Since they are given at the time of ticketing. Under
a front-end discounting program, the airline must trust the
corporate account to give the airline enough business to
meet the revenue, Segment or market share goal Stated in the
agreement. Alternatively, these discounts can be paid retro
actively by the airline, in which case they are known as
back-end discounts. Variations of these pricing agreements
exist and are well known to the business travel community.
Such variations include providing a flat fare for a Specified
city pair for a specified time period, or providing one free
ticket in return for a predetermined number of purchased
tickets, or payment of a predetermined amount in return for
reaching a Volume or market share goal. Most forms of a
preferred pricing agreement can be converted to an equiva
lent discount; hence the term discount herein is meant to

include these other forms of preferred pricing. A corpora
tion's travel agent or travel manager is generally responsible
for monitoring these agreements and reporting the corpora
tion's compliance level to the airline. Should the corporation

not meet the required goal(s), the airline typically has the

right to rescind or modify the pricing agreement.
0005 Some pricing agreements provided to a corporate
airline customer can be very simple such as 15% of all fares
anywhere the airline flies. However, the pricing can often be
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fairly complex, such as 23% off all transatlantic U.S. fares
for trips that do not originate or terminate in Chicago or
Dallas and are ticketed in Europe. To properly evaluate an
airline's bid one must be able to apply each element of the
bid to past or expected Spend on the appropriate city pair,
point of Sale fare class and/or fare basis code, among other
factors.

0006 Typically, an airline that serves a significant por
tion of an account's air Spend by Virtue of having a hub
airport near the account's primary originations and/or des
tinations will provide leSS aggressive discounts than will
those airlines that would require the account's travelers to
take Significantly more one-stop flights. Consequently, the
corporation may need to evaluate the cost of travel incon
Venience associated with an airline's proposed pricing.
Doing So would likely require at a minimum the comparison
of the relevant airlines flight schedule for potentially hun
dreds or thousands of city pairs.
0007. It is also extremely rare for one airline to be able to
Serve all the destinations traveled to by a corporation's
employees, So the corporation will typically negotiate pric
ing agreements with two or more airlines, Such that most of
the required destinations are covered. Those airlines which
agree to provide a corporation with preferred pricing are
known as preferred airlines and the corporation will instruct
its employees to give these airlines preference when pur
chasing airline tickets.
0008. When a corporation selects more than one pre
ferred airline, and if the Selected airlines offer significant
overlapping coverage of the corporation's city pairs, the
corporation will likely want to specify each airline's Status
among the Set of preferred airlines. Note that the lack of a
Specified Status likely implies either equal Status, or the
Status may be obvious to those familiar with Specific facts.
Illustrative status levels are Primary, Co-primary, Second
ary, Co-Secondary, Tertiary, etc. These Statuses are used to
indicate to the airlines, travel agency and travelers which of
the two or more competing preferred airlines should be
given preference for the corporation's travel. Consequently,
by designating an airline's Status the corporation further
influences the amount of business the airline should expect,
and in turn the airline may modify its goals and discounts
accordingly.
0009 Typically, a preferred airline will include some
form of goal, commensurate to Some extent with the amount
of business the airline expects or wishes to receive from the
corporation, and which the corporation must likely meet in
order to continue the benefit of the preferred pricing agree
ment. These goals often are Such that a corporation cannot
meet each preferred airline's goals, So that the corporation
must choose a Subset of the proposed pricing agreements, or
negotiate new goals, or risk defaulting on one or more goals
and thereby jeopardize one or more preferred pricing agree
mentS.

0010 Another problem with the evaluation of airline
nominated goals is that airlines use different methods for
calculating their expected market shares at the city pair and
System levels. Consequently, airlines are quite likely to

disagree about what each airline's neutral (a.k.a. QSI, QSP
or Fair) share is for a given city pair or a given account.
Since these neutral market Share estimates are the basis for

most airlines construction of pricing agreements, the dif
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ferences often result in overlapping and inconsistent goals
from the travel manager's perspective.
0.011) A key problem with the aforementioned business
arrangement is the difficulty for a corporation to choose an
appropriate Set of preferred airlines. In order to make an
informed decision, the travel manager should want to evalu
ate the expected economic value of a reasonable number of
alternative Sets of preferred airline Suppliers using various

assumptions (a set may contain one or more airlines and/or
one or more assumptions). These sets are referred to as
Scenarios. Note that even if a travel manager could deter
mine which set of preferred suppliers would likely cost the
least, he/she may wish to consider many other factors before
Selecting a set of preferred airlines, including Such factors as
carrier reputation and quality of Service, likely traveler
inconvenience, other busineSS relationships between the

corporation and the airline(s), attitude and flexibility of the

carrier's Sales people, etc.
0012 To illustrate the problem of making an informed
economic evaluation of alternative Sets of airline Suppliers,
Suppose a corporation receives four bids on its North Ameri
can travel Spend. The term travel Spend is herein defined as
the amount of money Spent annually on airline ticket pur

chases. The corporation has listed 200 city pairs (which are
traveled between by its employees), as well as provided the
number of trips and dollarS Spent traveling on each city pair.

Airline Abids a 15% discount on all North American fares;
Airline B bids a 17% discount on all North American fares,

except the non-refundable fares, which it will discount 10%;
Airline C bids a 10% discount on all fares anywhere in North
America, unless the trips Start or end in Newark, Cleveland
or Houston, in which case the discounts on full fares will be
5%, and 0% for all other fares; and Airline D bids a 20%

discount on all fares for travel between any city pair that
does not start or end in Atlanta. If the travel does start or end

in Atlanta, the discount is 12% for all fares except those in
the K and L fare classes, for which the discount will be 7%.

0013 Further, each airline has set fairly aggressive mar
ket share goals for most of the 200 city pairs. For example,
for the city pair Cleveland-Atlanta, assume Airline A wants
30%, Airline B wants 45%, Airline C wants 65% and Airline

D wants 70%. Consequently, many of the city pairs may
have market share goals that, when added acroSS all of the
airlines, add to far more than 100%.

0.014. In the aforementioned example, the corporations
travel manager will typically want to pick the two, or
possibly three airlines that will provide broad coverage of
the corporation's 200 city pairs, while considering the
overlap of the bidding carriers routes, the travel inconve
nience caused by taking less convenient flights, and the
Savings provided by the Selected airlines discount Structure.
The travel manager will probably not want to name all four
carriers as preferred airlines because this will likely limit the
travel manager's ability to concentrate travel purchases in
return for better discounts, as well as limit his/her ability to
deliver the market share required by each of the preferred
airlines, and therefore put the corporation's discounts at risk.
0.015 Evaluating the economic value of even a small set
of preferred airlines requires Significant analysis. For
example, even if an airline clearly offers the largest discount,
it may serve only a Small portion of the corporation's city
pairs. Or, it may turn out that Airline A and Airline B both
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Serve the majority of the corporation's city pairs, but overlap
to a high degree, So that one airline should be chosen over
the other.

0016. Another significant consideration is the status of
each preferred airline. The economic evaluation of consid
ering Airline A as the corporation's primary preferred airline
paired with Airline B as the secondary preferred airline will
likely differ significantly from that found by evaluating
Airline A as the primary preferred airline and paired with
Airline D as the Secondary preferred airline. It is apparent
that there are many potential combinations of preferred
airlines that a travel manager may wish to evaluate. Thus,
the basic dilemmas facing a travel manager during airline

negotiations are being able to 1) realistically estimate the

range of business that his/her corporation can give to an

airline, and 2) decide which set of preferred airlines to put
under contract.

0017. Therefore, it is desirable that the travel manager
have a reasonable estimate of the range of business the
corporation can provide any specific airline, together with
the Supporting details of city pair market shares, revenues
and Segments associated with each level of overall revenue.
Further, it is desirable that the travel manager be able to
accurately evaluate each airline's pricing proposal, as well
as be informed of the incremental cost or benefit associated

with any change in the travel time required to fulfill the
Scenario.

0018. However, formulating these estimates depend on a
number of factors in addition to the flight schedules of the
airlines. Factors Such as the strength of the corporations
travel policy and its enforcement, each airline's popularity
with the corporation's travelers, the airline's Status and the
travelers sensitivity to additional travel time should pref
erably be considered.
0019. In order to rigorously prepare for negotiations with
multiple airlines, a corporation would preferably assess a
range of likely outcomes by articulating and testing a
reasonable number of Scenarios. Scenario herein means a

prospective Set of preferred airlines, together with assump
tions about the corporation's ability to move market share to
or from any specific airline. Each Scenario preferably
includes a viable Set of preferred airlines, and together the
Scenarios should represent a reasonable range of preferred
airline Sets. The benefit of using Scenario analysis is that it
can reasonably quantify each airline's expected market Share
and revenue, which in turn can be used to assess the

economic value of the Scenario to the corporate airline
customer. The benefit of Scenario analysis to an airline is that
it shows the airline the realistic range of revenue it might
receive from the corporate airline customer, depending on
whether the airline is Selected as a preferred carrier or
designated Some other carrier Status.
0020. In view of the above challenges for analyzing
potential airline Supplier options and negotiating preferred
pricing agreements, it is desirable to provide an airline travel
Supplier analysis System and method for associating com
plex Sets of information necessary for assessing the eco
nomic value of a group of airline Supplier Scenarios. It is
further desirable to provide a System and method for ana
lyzing this information for each Scenario and generating
quantitative information relating to the expected travel Vol
umes and costs of traveling in accordance with each Sce
nario's parameters.
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0021. In view of the above, an object of the invention is
to utilize the following factors to estimate an airline's
Scenario market Share, and therefore Segments and revenue,
for each city pair: travel policy factor; airline Sales factor;
airline Status factor, equipment factor and incremental travel
time factor.
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0030 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an overview of the
expense-based cost module in accordance with the present
invention; and

0031 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an overview of the
time-based cost module in accordance with the present
invention.

0022. Another object of this invention is to provide a
Software tool for rapidly and rigorously calculating the
economic value of an airline's current or proposed price
agreement.

0023. Another object of the invention is to provide a
Software tool for calculating the amount of hourS Spent
traveling for each Scenario and allow the user to take the
value of this time into account when choosing a set of
preferred airlines.
0024. Another object of the invention is to provide a
Software tool that allows an account or airline to Set one or

more indexed goals that accommodate changes in the air
line's flight Schedules and/or the account's travel pattern.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0.025 In accordance with the teachings of the present
invention, a software tool is provided which will allow
companies, also referred to as accounts, to efficiently evalu
ate the value of preferred airline Supplier Scenarios and
improve their negotiating position vis-a-vis their airline
Suppliers. The user of the Software tool may choose which,
if any, preferred Supplier Set is best given the user's pref
erences for Such criteria including but not limited to Saving
money and/or Saving travel time. The benefits to users of the

software tool will be the ability to: 1) negotiate for more
rational discounts; 2) evaluate and/or set market share goals
for each preferred airline at the city pair, region and/or
system level; 3) incorporate the value of the traveler's time
when choosing a set of preferred airlines; 4) evaluate the set
of preferred airlines Supplier options from either a cost

and/or travel time Standpoint basis; and 5) implement con
tract goals that are indexed in a way to accommodate
changes in airline Schedules and/or the account's travel
patterns. While these benefits are aimed at corporate airline

customers (including their travel agents, consultants or
Similar third parties) which purchase significant amounts of
air travel, the Software tool of the present invention can also
be used by the airlines to improve their ability to quickly and
rationally price their bids on major accounts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0032. An overview of an exemplary airline travel Sup
plier analysis System 10 in accordance with the present
invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The airline travel Supplier
analysis System 10 generally includes an airline fair market
share module 12, a Scenario market share module 14, an

expense-based cost module 16, and a time-based cost mod
ule 18. It is to be understood that only the relevant steps
asSociated with the System are discussed below, but that
other Software-implemented instructions may be needed to
control and manage the overall operations of the airline
travel system 10.
0033. In general, the airline travel supplier analysis sys
tem 10 analyzes airline flight shedule and purchase infor
mation in relation to one or more predefined city pairs for a
given corporate airline customer. The airline fair market
share module 12 calculates each airline's fair market Share

for each city pair in the analysis. The output generated by the
fair market share module 12 may be provided to the Scenario
market share calculation module 14. The Scenario market

share module 14 calculates each airline's expected market
share of each city pair for one or more specified airline
Supplier Scenarios. The output generated by the Scenario
market Share module 14 is Scenario market Share estimate

data 15. The scenario market share estimate data 15 may be
provided to an expense-based cost calculation module 16
and/or a time-based cost calculation module 18. The

expense-based cost module 18 calculates the amount of
money the corporate customer would spend given each
airline's current and/or proposed price agreements within
the scenario. The time-based cost module 18 calculates the

value of the total travel time required under the scenario. The
output generated by either and/or both of these modules 16
and 18 may be input in a total travel cost module 20 which
produces total expected cost information for each Scenario.
0034. An overview of the calculations performed by the
airline fair market share module 12 are shown in FIG. 2.

First, Software-implemented connection logic 22 is used to

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Set reasonable connection constraints and criteria as well as
to build and evaluate reasonable connections for each airline

0026. The various advantages of the present invention
will become apparent to one skilled in the art by reading the
following Specification and appended claims, and by refer
encing the following drawings in which:
0.027 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an overview of an
airline travel Supplier evaluation System in accordance with
the present invention;
0028 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an overview of the
fair market share module in accordance with the present

considered capable of Serving the city pairs that are input
into the airline fair market share module 12. Although any
Set of one or more predefined city pairs may be input into the
System, one skilled in the art will readily recognize that city
pair data alternatively may be derived from recent historical
airline travel information for the given airline customer. In
order to build connection data for each city pair, the con
nection logic 22 has access to various data Sources. In
particular, projected airline travel data 24, airline Schedule
data 26 and user-defined connection parameters each Serve
as input to the connection logic 22.
0035) Projected airline travel data 24 provides the
expected airline travel purchases at a city pair level over a

invention;

0029 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an overview of the
Scenario market share module in accordance with the present
invention;

predefined time period (Such as monthly or yearly) for the
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airline customer. In a preferred embodiment, the projected
airline travel data may be derived from recent historical
airline travel data over a similar time period. In this case, the
projected airline travel data 24 includes records containing

city pair data (in either origination-destination format or in
bi-directional format); an airline identifier; the number of
flights (or similar travel unit Such as trips, Segments or
invoices) booked or purchased for the city pair; and the

amount of airfare spent for the booked or purchased flights.
AS will be apparent to one skilled in the art, historical airline
travel information may be extracted from employee expense
reports, travel agent records, credit card company records,
and/or other Systems capable of recording travel purchase
data.
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pair. As will be more fully described below, fair market share
estimates are based on the frequency of Service for the given
city pair, the aircraft type Serving the city pair, and the
incremental travel time of the flight record Serving the city
pair.

0039. A weighting factor which correlates to the aircraft
type is determined for each flight record. An exemplary
weighting factor may be determined from the equipment
type and equipment class as shown below:
Equipment type

Equipment class

Equipment value

747
737
727

Wide Body Jet
Narrow Body Jet
Narrow Body Jet

1.5
1.O
1.O

ATR

Turboprop

O.7

0.036 The connection logic 22 also accesses airline
Schedule data 26 and user-defined connection parameters 28.
The airline schedule data 26 is typically available from an
external Source Such as the Official Airline Guide. As will be

apparent to one skilled in the art, airline Schedule data 26
Specifies Scheduled airline Service for a plurality of airlines,
including flight numbers, origination airport codes, depar
ture times, aircraft types, destination airport codes, arrival
times data, etc. The connection logic 22 determines a set of
flight legs that either Singularly or in combination can Serve
each city pair identified in projected airline travel data 24. AS
is known in the art, the connection logic 22 evaluates all the
relevant airline flight Schedule data and identifies flights that
Serve the city pair within the user-defined connection param
eters 28. Exemplary connection parameters may include but
are not limited to minimum connection times, maximum
connection times, or maximum elapsed travel times which
vary based on the elapsed travel time for the fastest flight
Serving a given city pair. Other connection parameters
would preferably include logic to evaluate only online
connections, and/or to limit connections to those provided
by airline codeshare partners. It is envisioned that the
connection parameters may be entered by a System user or
System generated default values.
0037. The output generated by the connection logic 22 is
a set of flights for each city pair 29 that meet the connection
parameters, and therefore are deemed to be reasonable travel
options for a traveler wishing to book a flight for the city
pair. For purposes of the following discussion, each flight or
Set of flights that Serves the city pair having the same airline,
departure time and arrival time is referred to as a flight
record. Each flight record includes the following data fields:
a flight record identifier, a city pair identifier, an airline
identifier, a frequency of flights over a predefined time

period (Such as the number of operations per week) and
additional flight Schedule data for each leg of the flight
record. A nonstop flight record will have one leg; whereas a
one-stop flight record will have two legs. Flight Schedule
data for each leg includes a leg identifier, an origination

airport code, a departure time, an aircraft type (e.g., 747,
MD80, DC-9, etc.), a destination airport code and an arrival
time.

0040. In this example, a narrow body jet serves as the
baseline equipment class and therefore is assigned a weight
ing factor having a value of 1.0. Since a wide body jet is a
larger and more preferable travel option for most travelers,
it is assigned a weighting factor having a value of 1.5. In
contrast, Since a turboprop plane is a less desirable travel
option for most travelers, it is assigned a weighting factor
having a value of 0.7. This example illustrates how a
weighting factor based on aircraft type can be determined
for each flight record. It should be appreciated that weight
ing Schemes could alternatively be based on the Seat count
for each aircraft, or on the combined types of aircraft used
on multi-leg flights, or other similar methods and consider
ations.

0041 Similarly, a weighting factor based on incremental
travel time is determined for each flight record. Incremental

travel time (ITT) is measured as the difference in minutes
between the elapsed travel time (ETT) associated with a
given flight record and the ETT for the flight record having
the shortest amount of elapsed travel time from amongst the
flight records Serving a given city pair. Elapsed travel time

is defined as the number of minutes between the scheduled

departure time at the city pair's originating city and the
Scheduled arrival time at the city pair's destination city.
Thus, ITT measures how much more time a particular flight
record would take to get a passenger from the origination
airport to the destination airport than needed by the fastest
flight record Serving the city pair.
0042 An exemplary weighting factor may be determined
from the ITT as shown below:

ITTFloor

ITT Ceiling

ITT Vale

O minutes
16 minutes
31 minutes

15 minutes
30 minutes
60 minutes

1.O
O.9
O.7

0.038 Next, a fair market share logic 30 performs a series
of calculations to determine each airline's fair market Share

of the customer's airline travel for each city pair. To do So,
the fair market share logic 30 weights various attributes
asSociated with each flight record in Such a way as to
determine a probability of a traveler to choose a flight record
given all of the other flight records Serving the given city

0043. In this example, a range of ITT values correlates to
a particular weighting factor. Flight records whose ITT falls
within 0 to 15 minutes is assigned a weighting factor having
a value of 1.0. Flight records whose ITT falls within 16 to
30 minutes is assigned a weighting factor having a value of
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0.9. The above table can be extended up to a maximum ITT
threshold time Such that an ITT which exceeds the threshold

time is assigned a weighting factor having a value of 0. In
this way, the flight records that take longer to Serve a given
city pair are less favorable than flight records that take leSS
time to Serve the given city pair.
0044) The fair market share logic 30 then uses these
weighting factors to compute a “pull value” for each flight
record asSociated with a given city pair. More Specifically,
the pull value for a given flight record is calculated by
multiplying the number of operations over a given time
period by the weighting factor for the aircraft type by the
weighting factor for the ITT. For example, a flight record

with seven (7) operations per week, using a narrow body jet
and having an ITT of three (3) minutes would earn a pull
value of 7.0 (7x10x1.0).
004.5 The pull values serve as the basis for an airline's
fair market share estimate 31. The numerator of an airline's

fair market share estimate is the Sum of all of the pull values
for a given city pair that are associated with a given airline;
whereas the denominator is the sum of all of the pull values
for all of the flight records for the given city pair for all of
the airlines. In this way, fair market share estimate data is
expressed in percentage form. An exemplary fair market
share calculation as performed by the fair market Share logic
30 is provided below:

Airline

FR ID Equip.

AA
CO
TW
TW

3478
3479
3480
3481

Turbo
Turbo
N-Jet
N-Jet

different airlines, a System user may establish more than one
Scenario 32 which will Serve as input to the Scenario market
share module 14. It should also be appreciated that other
factors may be used to establish different Scenarios.
0049. For each specified airline Supplier scenario, the
Scenario market share module 14 calculates each airline's

expected market share at the city pair level based on various
non-Schedule based factors. In a preferred embodiment of
the present invention, the Scenario market share module 14
uses three Such non-Schedule based factors: a travel policy
factor 34, an airline Sales level factor 36, and a Sales

level-supplier status factor 38.
0050. The travel policy factor is indicative of an airline
customer's ability to shift travel purchases to its preferred
airline suppliers. The value of the travel policy factor should
correlate to the strength of the customer's ability to shift
travelers to its preferred airline Suppliers. For example, a
travel factor value of 1.0 would mean the customer has no
influence over its travelers choice of airlines. On the other

hand, a travel factor value of 2.0 would indicate the cus
tomer believes it has a fair amount of influence over its

travelers airline choices, and a travel factor value of 3.0
would mean the customer has even more influence than a

travel factor value of 2.0. It is envisioned that the system can
accept user-defined travel policy factors or Store default
values, preferably in the following form:

ITT Mins. No. of Ops Eq. Factor ITT Factor FR's Pull Value
65
32
O
32

7
6
6
6

O.SO
O.SO
1.OO
1.OO

OSO
O.70
1.OO
1.OO

Totals

0.046 Airline fair market share estimate data 31 is pref
erably stored in a table form and may include the following
data fields: city pair, airline identifier, airline's pull value,
and an airline's fair market share.

0047. An overview of the calculations performed by the
Scenario market share module 14 are discussed in relation to
FIG. 3. The scenario market share module 14 calculates

each airline's expected market share of each city pair for one
or more specified airline Supplier Scenarios. Thus, a speci
fied airline Supplier Scenario must first be established by a
System user or defaulted by the System.
0.048. An airline Supplier Scenario involves assigning a
Supplier Status to each of the plurality of airlines that may be
used by the airline customer. The Supplier Status is indicative
of an airline customer's preference for having its travelers
use the particular airline. The airline Supplier Status can take

many forms but should preferably be monotonic (e.g.,

primary, co-primary, Secondary or Some equivalent hierar

chy). For instance, a specified airline Supplier Scenario may
designate Airline A as the preferred primary airline, Airline
B as the preferred Secondary airline and Airline C as the
preferred tertiary airline. AS will be apparent to one skilled
in the art, Supplier Status Serves as a technique for priori
tizing potential allocation of market share amongst various
airlines. By varying the assignment of the Supplier Status for

Flight's Share

1.75
2.10
6.OO
6.OO

11%
13%
38%
38%

15.85

100%

Travel Policy Level
Very Strong
Strong

Travel Policy Factor
2.O
18

0051 One skilled in the art will recognize that by adding
a scenario identifier to this table would facilitate the system
Storing and applying different travel policy factors to dif
ferent Scenarios.

0052 The airline sales level factor preferably correlates
the airline's ability to attract additional travel volumes from
the account based on non-Schedule factors. The airline Sales

level factor will preferably depend on the customer's assess
ment of the airline's ability to attract the customer's trav
elers to the airline's flights beyond what the airline expects
based on the Schedule based factors. AS will be apparent to
one skilled in the art, elements affecting the Sales level factor
include the airline's Willingness to Support the customer
with benefits, Such as free upgrades, free tickets, Seat list
clearance, Soft dollars, etc. Additionally, the customer may

consider the airline's general pricing (e.g., low-cost VS. full
Service), reputation for safety, on-time performance, and
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other Such elements. It is envisioned that the System can
accept user-defined Sales level factors or Store default val
ues, preferably in the following form:
Specified Airline Code

Sales Level

AA
CO

Very Strong (Level 8)
Strong (Level 7)

0053) One skilled in the art will recognize that it is also
possible to assign a Sales level factor to represent an unpopu
lar airline and its likely inability to attract even its Schedule
based market share.

0.054 The sales level-supplier status factor is a combi
nation of the Supplier Status and the above-described airline
Sales level factor. In other words, the Sales level assigned to
a particular airline may vary based on the airlines Supplier
Status level. The Sales level-Supplier Status factor Should be

consistent with the principles that a) the higher an airline's
Sales level factor, the more market share it should expect to

receive, and b) the higher the airline's Supplier status, the

more market share it should expect to receive. Exemplary
values for the Sales level-Supplier Status factor are shown
below:

Sales Level

Sales Level Description
8
7
6

Very Strong
Strong
Very Good

Sales Factor Sales Factor Sales Factor
if Status is if Status is if Status is

Primary

Co-Primary

Secondary

2.O
1.9
18

1.9
18
1.7

1.8
1.7

1.6

0.055 Each of these non-schedule based factors are then
used to derive Scenario market share data 40 for each airline.

0056. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
scenario market share data 40 may be derived as follows.
The fair market share data 31 for each airline serving the
given city pair is input to and/or retrieved from an accessible
memory Space by the Scenario market share module 14. To
facilitate computations, the fair market share percentages
may be converted to whole numbers by multiplying the
percentage by a factor of 100, thereby resulting in fair
market Share points as shown in the table below.

0057 Next, one or more of the non-schedule based
factors are applied to the fair market share data. For instance,
a combination of the travel policy factor and the Sales
level-Supplier Status may be applied to the fair market Share
data. In this instance, the travel policy factor and the Sales
level-Supplier Status factor are first retrieved from an acces
Sible Storage area based on the airline identifier associated
with a particular airline's fair market share data. The Sup
plier Status for a given airline must be determined in order
to retrieve the appropriate Sales level-Supplier Status factor.
0058. The travel policy factor and the sales level-supplier
Status factor are then combined using mathematical opera

tions that abide by two requirements: (1) when holding the
travel policy factor value constant and increasing the value
of the Sales level-Supplier Status factor, the resulting com
bined value has a greater absolute value than either of the
travel policy factor or the Sales level-Supplier Status factor

alone; and (2) when holding the sales level-Supplier status
factor value constant and increasing the value of the travel
policy factor, the resulting combined value is greater abso
lute value than either of the travel policy factor or the sales
level-Supplier Status factor alone. In a preferred embodi
ment, the travel policy factor is multiplied by the Sales
level-Supplier Status factor. However, it is envisioned that
the two factors may also be combined by addition, Squaring,
other mathematical operations or combinations thereof.

0059) The fair market share data for the airline(s) with the
highest ranking status among those Serving the city pair is
then multiplied by the combined factors value to obtain a
Scenario market share value. In the preferred embodiment,
the fair market share values for the remaining airlines
Serving the city pair are unchanged, although it is recognized
that these fair market Share values could similarly be trans
formed consistent with the principles of the present inven
tion. The resulting Scenario market share values and fair
market Share values may be expressed in percentage form.
To do So, the Scenario market share values and fair market

share values for each of the airlines at the city pair level are
Summed within a given Scenario. The Scenario market Share
value or fair market share value for a given airline is then
divided by the Sum of Scenario market share values and fair
market share values, thereby deriving an airline's Scenario
market share for the given city pair within the given Sce
nario. This preferred method for deriving Scenario market
share data is further illustrated in the table below:

Carrier

Fair
Market

Carriers

Policy

Status

Code

Share

FMS Points

Scenario ID

Factor

Factor Scenario Points Scenario Share

CLEORD AA
CLEORD CO
CLEORD UA

25%
35%
40%

25
35
40

2
2
2

1.5
1.5
1.5

1.4
1.2
1.

52.5
63
60

29.9%
35.9%
34.2%

CLEORD AA
CLEORD CO
CLEORD UA

25%
35%
40%

25
35
40

3
3
3

1.5
1.5
1.5

1.2
1.
1.7

175.5
45
52.5
102

22.6%
26.3%
51.1%

City Pair

Travel

Sales

Carriers

199.5

Carriers
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0060. The resulting scenario market share data 40 can be
Stored in table form, and preferably includes a Scenario
identifier, an city pair identifier, an airline code, the airline's
expected Scenario share of the city pair's trips, and the
airline's expected Scenario number of trips on the city pair.
It is further envisioned that the System may aggregate and
Store the number of each airline's expected trips for each city
pair to derive regional and/or account-wide Scenario totals
for each airline.

0061. One skilled in the art will readily recognize that the
above-described computation technique has the advantages
of allocating a city pair's share between the airlines Serving

the city pair Such that: (a) when Summed across all airlines
at the city pair-Scenario level the expected Scenario shares
add to 100%, thereby eliminating overlapping market Share

estimates as may be provided by the airlines; (b) it uses a
mathematically consistent methods for modeling the cus
tomer's Strength of travel policy by changing the Share
awarded to the preferred airlines in Some proportion to the

value of the travel policy factor; (c) the projected market
shares are consistent with the desire of the customer who

wishes to prioritize certain preferred airlines over other

preferred and non-preferred airlines; and (d) the projected
market shares are consistent with the customer's assump
tions about each airline's ability to attract additional travel

based on the airline's non-Schedule factors and attributes.
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for a given city pair by using each of these three input data
Sets. A preferred method for deriving the expected travel
time for a Scenario is to first find each airline's fastest flight
record for each city pair from those provided in the airline
Schedule data 41. For the given Scenario, multiply the
airline's expected number of Segments as given by the
scenario market share data 40 by the amount of time
asSociated with the airline's fastest flight record Serving the
city pair. Sum the amount of time for each airline acroSS all
city pairs within the Scenario. It is envisioned that other
methods may used for estimating the amount of time asso
ciated with each airline's ability to Serve a given city pair,
Such as a weighted average based on each flight records
probability of being used by a business traveler.
0064. In addition, the system user preferably enters a
number representing the estimated value of the customer's
average traveler's time 46. In a preferred embodiment, this
number is expressed in a currency unit per hour format. By
multiplying the expected travel time by the value of the
traveler's time, the time-based cost module can determine

expected travel time cost data 48. The results from the
time-based cost module 16 may be stored in the following
form:

While the above description has been provided with refer
ence to a particular computational approach, it should be
appreciated that variations for deriving Scenario market

Expected

Expected

share data from the fair market Share data are within the

Travel

Travel

broader aspects of the present invention.
0062) The scenario market share estimate data 40 may in
turn Serve as input to the expense-based cost calculation

Scenario ID City Pair Code Carrier Code Time (hours)
2
3

CLEORD
CLEORD

AA
AA

42O
350

Cost
$42,000
$35,000

module 16 and/or the time-based cost calculation module

18. Referring to FIG. 4, the expense-based cost module 18
calculates the amount of money the corporate customer
would spend given each airline's current and/or proposed
price agreements within a given Scenario. In addition to
Scenario market Share data, the expense-based cost module
16 accesses projected airline travel data 24 and airline
purchase data 41. Airline purchase data may include the
terms and conditions of any recent and/or prospective price
agreement, the estimated or actual fare mix as purchased by
the corporate airline customer, and/or the estimated or actual

Source country (a.k.a. point of Sale) of the customer's airline

purchases for each given airline. Given an airline's fair
market share and/or Scenario market share for a given city
pair, the customer's projected airline travel for the city pair,
and the relevant airline purchase data, the expense-based
cost module 16 can compute the expected travel cost data as
is known in the art. It is envisioned that the expected travel
cost data may or may not account for any Special pricing
provided for under an airline's current or proposed contract
terms. In addition, the airline's expected Spend and Segments
at the city pair level can be aggregated at a regional or
System-wide level.
0063. With reference to FIG. 5, the time-based cost
module 18 calculates the value of the travel time required
under a given Scenario. The Scenario market Share data, the
projected airline travel data, and airline Schedule data also
serve as inputs to the time-based cost module 18. As will be
apparent to one skilled in the art, the time-based cost module
18 can calculate the expected travel time on a given airline

0065. The expected travel time cost data 48 may be
aggregated to provide the expected travel time cost for a
Specified Scenario. In this way, the incremental cost of travel
time for one Scenario can be compared with the travel time
for other Scenarios. It should be appreciated that by Setting
the value of the average traveler's time to Zero, the time
based cost data can be eliminated from the airline custom

er's analysis.

0066 Lastly, a total cost module 20 may be used to
generate a total expected travel cost for each Scenario. The
expected travel expense data from the expense-based cost
module 16 is combined with the expected travel time cost
data from the time-based cost module 18 to derive a total

expected cost for a given Scenario. Each Scenario's total
expected cost may preferably be compared to a baseline
amount to determine the relative economic value of each

Scenario. In one preferred embodiment, the baseline amount
is deemed to be the previous historical travel data for the
airline customer. Another baseline form could be the Sce

nario's expected cost using the Scenario's Same projected
market share and Segments in the baseline as in the pro
Spective Scenario but using the account's recent negotiated
pricing agreements to derive the Scenario's baseline cost,
while using the prospective pricing agreements associated
with the Scenario prospective cost of the Scenario. An
illustrative form for reporting the results are shown below:
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an airline fair marketshare module that accesses the
Scenarios

Scenario Description

UA Primary, DL Co-Primary, CO
Secondary
UA Primary, NW Co-Primary, AA
Secondary
AA Primary, UA Co-Primary, BA
Secondary

Scen. Scenario's Projected
ID Total Cost Savings
8 $21,363,796 $543,765
9

$21,214,424 $1,289,332

1O

$22,721,340 S(307,284)

airline Schedule data and the predefined city pairs, the
airline fair market share module being operable to
calculate an incremental travel time for each flight
record Serving a given city pair in relation to the fastest
flight Serving the given city pair and to determine
airline fair marketshare data for each airline in relation

to each city pair of the predefined city pairs, where the
airline fair marketshare data for a given airline is based
in part on the incremental travel time associated with
the given airline, and
a Scenario marketshare module that receives non-Schedule

0067. In another aspect of the present invention, the fair
market Share estimate data and/or the Scenario market Share

data may be used as the basis for a pricing agreement
between the airline customer and a given airline. In a typical
Situation, any discount pricing or pricing arrangement
agreed upon with an airline is tied to an expected Volume of
the customer's airline travel that will utilize the given
airline. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the above-described fair market Share data, the Scenario
market Share data or a combination thereof are used as the

basis for the expected travel Volume. AS will be apparent to
one skilled in the art, the expected Volumes and therefore the
corresponding market share data may be specified at a city
pair, regional, or account level.
0068 To allow for some deviation in travel volumes, an
indexed market share multiplier may be applied to either the
fair market share data and/or the Scenario market share data

which Serves as the basis for the agreement. For instance, an
indexed market share multiplier of 10% allows for the
Volume of customer's airline travel to fall within a range of
deviation from the market share value.

0069. Since fair market share data and scenario market
share data inherently account for changes in airline Service
to a given city pair, the use of fair market share data and/or
Scenario market share data as the basis of a pricing agree
ment alleviates the problem of having to renegotiate a
market share goal each time an airline Significantly changes
its flight Schedule or whenever the airline customer Signifi
cantly changes its travel patterns. Rather, the travel manager
or the airline can at periodic intervals during or at the end of
the agreement determine the market share data for a given
airline, and thereby assess the pricing agreement.
0070 The foregoing discussion discloses and describes
exemplary embodiments of the present invention. One
skilled in the art will readily recognize from Such discussion,
and from the accompanying drawings and claims, that
various changes, modifications and variations can be made
therein without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the
invention as defined in the following claims.
What is claimed is:

1. An airline travel Supplier evaluation System for ana
lyzing airline flight information in relation to one or more
predefined city pairs for a given airline customer, compris
Ing:

a Source of airline Schedule data for each predefined city
pair,
a memory Space for Storing the airline Schedule data and
the predefined city pairs,

based factors, and determines Scenario marketshare

data for each airline in relation to each city pair of the
predefined city pairs, where the Scenario marketshare
data is derived from the airline's fair marketshare data
and the non-Schedule based factors.

2. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim 1
wherein the airline fair marketshare module is operable to
compute an elapsed time for each flight record Serving a
given city pair using the flight Schedule data, identify a
baseline flight record, the baseline flight record having the
Shortest elapsed travel time from amongst the flight records
Serving the given city pair; and compute the incremental
travel time for each flight record Serving the given city pair,
where the incremental travel time is the difference between

the elapsed travel time of a given flight record and the
elapsed travel time for the baseline flight record.
3. The airline travel Supplier evaluation system of claim 1
wherein the airline Schedule data further includes aircraft

type data for each flight record Serving the predefined city
pairs, and where the airline fair marketshare data for a given
airline is based on the frequency of the flight records
asSociated with given airline, the aircraft type for each flight
record associated with given airline, and the incremental
travel time for each flight record associated with the given
airline.

4. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim 1
wherein the non-Schedule based factorS is at least one of a

travel policy factor, the travel policy factor being indicative
of the airline customer's ability to shift travelers towards or
away from any given airline, a Sales level factor, the Sales
level factor being indicative of an airline's ability to attract
the travelers of the given airline customer to the airline, and
a Sales level-Supplier Status factor, where a Supplier Status
indicative of an airline customer's preference to have its
travelers use the airline is assigned to one or more of the
plurality of airlines and the Sales level-Supplier Status factor
is based on the Supplier Status and a corresponding Sales
level factor.

5. The airline travel Supplier evaluation system of claim 1
further comprising a Source of projected airline travel data
over a predefined time period for the given airline customer;
a Source of airline purchase data; and an expense-based cost
module that accesses the projected airline travel data and the
airline purchase data, and determines expected travel
expense data for the given airline customer based on the
Scenario marketshare data.

6. The airline travel Supplier evaluation system of claim 5
further comprising a Source of pricing data relating to an
existing or prospective agreement between the given airline
customer and at least one airline, wherein the expense-based
cost module further operable to determine expected travel
expense data based in part on the pricing data.
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7. The airline travel Supplier evaluation system of claim 1
further comprising a Source of projected airline travel data
over a predefined time period for the given airline customer;
and a time-based cost module that accesses the projected
airline travel data, the airline Schedule data and the Scenario

marketshare data; and determines expected travel time for
the given airline customer based on the Scenario marketshare
data, the time-based cost module further operable to receive
a value for a traveler's time and determine expected travel
time cost databased on the traveler's time value data and the

expected travel time for the given airline customer.
8. An airline travel Supplier evaluation System for ana
lyzing airline flight information in relation to one or more
predefined city pairs for a given airline customer, compris
Ing:

a Source of airline Schedule data for each predefined city
pair,
a Source of projected airline travel data over a predefined
time period for the given airline customer;
a Source of airline fair marketshare information for a

plurality of airlines, the airline fair marketshare infor
mation including airline fair marketshare data for each
airline in relation to each city pair of the predefined city
paIrS,

a memory space for Storing the airline Schedule data, the
projected airline travel data, and the airline fair mar
ketshare information;
a Scenario marketshare module that accesses the airline
fair marketshare information and receives non-Sched

ule based factors, the Scenario marketshare module

further operable to determine Scenario marketshare
data for each airline in relation to each city pair of the
predefined city pairs, where the Scenario marketshare
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12. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim
8 wherein the non-Schedule based factorS is at least one of

a travel policy factor, the travel policy factor being indica
tive of an airline customer's ability to shift travelers towards
or away from any given airline, a Sales level factor, the Sales
level factor being indicative of an airline's ability to attract
the travelers of the given airline customer to the airline, and
a Sales level-Supplier Status factor, where a Supplier Status
indicative of an airline customer's preference to have its
travelers use the airline is assigned to one or more the
plurality of airlines and the Sales level-Supplier Status factor
is based on the Supplier Status and a corresponding Sales
level factor.

13. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
8 further comprising a Source of airline purchase data; and
an expense-based cost module that accesses the projected
airline travel data and the airline purchase data, and deter
mines expected travel expense data for the given airline
customer based on the Scenario marketshare data.

14. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim
13 further comprising a total travel cost module that receives
the expected travel time cost data from the time-based cost
module and the expected travel expense data from the
expense-based cost module, and determines a total travel
cost for the given airline customer.
15. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
13 further comprising a Source of pricing data relating to an
existing or prospective agreement between the given airline
customer and at least one airline, wherein the expense-based
cost module further operable to determine expected travel
expense data based in part on the pricing data.
16. An airline travel Supplier evaluation System for ana
lyzing airline flight information in relation to one or more
predefined city pairs for a given airline customer, compris
Ing:

time-based cost module further operable to receive a
value for a traveler's time and determine expected

a Source of airline Schedule data for each predefined city
pair,
a Source of airline purchase data;
a Source of projected airline travel data over a predefined
time period for the given airline customer;
a memory Space for Storing the airline Schedule data,
airline purchase data, the projected airline travel data;

travel time cost databased on the traveler's time value

an airline fair marketshare module that accesses the

data is derived from the fair marketshare data and the

non-Schedule based factors, and

a time-based cost module that accesses the projected
airline travel data and the flight Schedule data, and
determines expected travel time for the given airline
customer based on the Scenario marketshare data, the

data and the expected travel time for the given airline

airline Schedule data and the predefined city pairs, and

CuStOmer.

determines airline fair marketshare data for each airline

9. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim 8
wherein the projected airline travel data is based in part on
historical airline travel data for the given airline customer.
10. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
8 wherein the Source of airline fair marketshare information
is further defined as an airline fair marketshare module that

accesses the airline Schedule data, and determines airline fair

marketshare data for each airline in relation to each city pair
of the predefined city pairs.
11. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim
10 wherein the airline fair marketshare module is operable
to calculate an incremental travel time for each flight record
Serving a given city pair in relation to other flight records
Serving the given city pair, Such that the airline fair market
share data for a given airline is in part based on the
incremental travel time for each flight record associated with
the given airline.

in relation to each city pair of the predefined city pairs,
an expense-based cost module that accesses the projected
airline travel data, the airline purchase data and the
airline fair market share data; and determines expected
travel expense data for the given airline customer based
on the airline fair marketshare data from the airline fair

marketshare module; and

a time-based cost module that accesses the projected
airline travel data and the airline Schedule data, and

determines expected travel time for the given airline
customer based on the airline fair marketshare data, the

time-based cost module further operable to receive a
value for a traveler's time and determine expected
travel time cost databased on the traveler's time value

data and the expected travel time for the given airline
CuStOmer.
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17. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
16 wherein the projected airline travel data is based in part
on historical airline travel data for the given customer.
18. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
16 wherein the airline fair marketshare module is operable
to calculate an incremental travel time for each flight record
Serving a given city pair in relation to other flight records
Serving the given city pair, Such that the airline fair market
share data for a given airline is in part based on the
incremental travel time for each flight record associated with
the given airline.
19. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
16 further comprising a Scenario marketshare module that
accesses the airline fair marketshare information and
receives non-Schedule based factors which affects an air

line's fair marketshare data, the Scenario marketshare mod
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24. The computer-implemented method of claim 23
wherein the airline Schedule data further defined as a plu
rality of flight records for the given city pair, Such that each
flight record is indicative of one or more flights that Serve the
given city pair and include a record identifier, an airline
identifier, a frequency of the flights over a predefined time
period, and detail flight Schedule data for each flight com
prising the flight record.
25. The computer-implemented method of claim 24
wherein the Step of determining incremental travel time
further comprises the Steps of
computing an elapsed travel time for each flight record;
identifying a baseline flight record, the baseline flight
record having the shortest elapsed travel time from
amongst the flight records Serving the given city pair;
and

ule further operable to determine Scenario marketshare data
for each airline in relation to each city pair of the predefined
city pairs, where the Scenario marketshare data is derived

computing an incremental travel time for each flight

from the fair marketshare data and the non-Schedule based
factors.

ence between the elapsed travel time of a given flight
record and the elapsed travel time for the baseline flight

20. The airline travel supplier evaluation system of claim
19 wherein the non-Schedule based factor is selected from

the group consisting of a travel policy factor, the travel
policy factor being indicative of an airline customers ability
to shift travelers towards or away from any given airline; a
Sales level factor, the Sales level factor being indicative of an
airline's ability to attract the travelers of the given airline
customer to the airline; and a Sales level-Supplier Status
factor, where a Supplier status indicative of an airline cus
tomer's preference to have its travelers use the airline is
assigned to one or more of the plurality of airlines and the
Sales level-Supplier Status factor is based on the Supplier
Status and a corresponding Sales level factor.
21. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim
16 further comprising a Source of pricing data relating to an
existing or prospective agreement between the given airline
customer and at least one airline, wherein the expense-based
cost module further operable to determine expected travel
expense data based in part on the pricing data.
22. The airline travel Supplier evaluation System of claim
16 further comprising a total travel cost module that receives
the expected travel time cost data from the time-based cost
module and the expected travel expense data from the
expense-based cost module, and determines a total travel
cost for the given airline customer.
23. A computer-implemented method for determining a
fair market share for a given airline in relation to a given city
pair, comprising:
providing airline Schedule data for each flight Serving the
given city pair,
a plurality of airlines, the airline Schedule data including
aircraft type data;
determining an incremental travel time for each flight
Serving the city pair using the flight Schedule data; and
determining a fair market share for the given airline, the
fair market share based on the frequency of flights
Serving the given city for the given airline, the aircraft
type for each flight associated with the given airline,
and the incremental travel time of each flight associated
with the given airline.

record, where the incremental travel time is the differ
record.

26. The computer-implemented method of claim 25
wherein the Step of determining a fair market share further
comprises the Steps of:
determining an aircraft type weighting factor for each
flight record;
determining an incremental travel time weighting factor
for each flight record;
determining a pull value for each flight record, where the
pull value is computed by multiplying the frequency
associated with the flight record with the aircraft type
weighting factor and with the incremental travel time
weighting factor; and
determining a ratio between a Sum of the pull values for
each of the flight records associated with the given
airline and a total sum of the pull values for the
plurality of flight records, thereby yielding the fair
market Share for the given airline.
27. A computer-implemented method for determining a
fair market share for a given airline in relation to a given city
pair, comprising:
providing airline Schedule data for a plurality of airlines,
the airline flight information including a set of flights
which correspond to the given city pair and each flight
having an elapsed travel time;
identifying a baseline flight, the baseline flight having the
shortest elapsed travel time from amongst the Set of
flights;
computing an incremental travel time for each flight in the
Set of flights, where the incremental travel time is the
difference between the elapsed travel time of a flight
and the elapsed travel time for the baseline flight; and
determining a fair market share for a given airline from
the plurality of airlines, where the fair market share is
based in part on the incremental travel time of each
flight associated with the given airline.
28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27
wherein the Set of flights are grouped into a plurality of flight
records, Such that each flight record is indicative of one or
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more flights that Serve the given city pair and include a
record identifier, an airline identifier, a frequency of the
flights over a predefined time period, and detail flight
Schedule data for each flight comprising the flight record.
29. The computer-implemented method of claim 28
wherein the Step of determining a fair market share further
comprises the Steps of:
determining an aircraft type weighting factor for each
flight record;
determining an incremental travel time weighting factor
for each flight record;
determining a pull value for each flight record, where the
pull value is computed by multiplying the frequency
associated with the flight record with the aircraft type
weighting factor and with the incremental travel time
weighting factor; and
determining a ratio between a Sum of the pull values for
each of the flight records associated with the given
airline and a total sum of the pull values for the
plurality of flight records, thereby yielding the fair
market Share for the given airline.
30. A computer-implemented method for determining a
Scenario market share for a given city pair for a given airline
Selected from a plurality of airlines, comprising:
providing a fair market share for the given airline in
relation to the given city pair, Such that the fair market
share is based on Schedule-based factors associated

with the flights serving the given city pair;
determining a travel policy factor for a given airline
customer, the travel policy factor being indicative of
the given airline customer's ability to shift travelers
towards or away from any given airline; and
deriving the Scenario market share for the given airline in
relation to the given city pair from the fair market share
for the given airline in part based on the travel policy
factor.

31. The computer-implemented method of claim 30 fur
ther comprises the Steps of:
determining a Second travel policy factor for the given
airline customer;
and

deriving the Scenario market share for the given airline in
relation to the given city pair from the fair market share
for the given airline in part based on the Second travel
policy factor.
32. The computer-implemented method of claim 30 fur
ther comprising the Step of determining a Sales level factor
for one or more of the plurality of airlines, the sales level
factor being indicative of an airline's ability to attract the
travelers of an airline customer to the airline, Such that the

Scenario market share for the given airline is in part based on
the Sales level factor associated with the given airline.
33. The computer-implemented method of claim 31 fur
ther comprising the Steps of
assigning a Supplier Status for one or more of the plurality
of airlines, the Supplier Status being indicative of an
airline customer's preference of having its travelers use
the airline; and
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determining a Sales level-Supplier Status factor for the
given airline, where the Sales level-Supplier Status fac
tor is based on the Supplier Status and the corresponding
Sales level factor for the given airlines, Such that the
Scenario market share for the given airline is in part
based on the Sales level-Supplier Status factor associ
ated with the given airline.
34. A computer-implemented method for determining a
Scenario market share for a given airline Selected from a
plurality of airlines, comprising:
providing a fair market share for the given airline in
relation to a given city pair, Such that the fair market
share is based on Schedule-based factors associated

with the flights Serving the given city pair;
determining a Sales level factor for one or more of the
plurality of airlines, the Sales level factor being indica
tive of an airline's ability to shift the travelers of an
airline customer to the airline; and

deriving the Scenario market share for the given airline
from the fair market Share for the given airline in part
based on the Sales level factor associated with the given
airline.

35. The computer-implemented method of claim 34 fur
ther comprising the Steps of
determining a Second Sales level factor for each of the
plurality of airlines, and
determining the Scenario market share for the given
airline by adjusting the fair market share for the given
airline in part based on the Second Sales level factor
asSociated with the given airline.
36. The computer-implemented method of claim 34 fur
ther comprising the Steps of
assigning a Supplier Status for each of the plurality of
airlines, the Supplier Status being indicative of an
airline customer's preference of having its travelers use
the airline;

determining a Sales level-Supplier Status factor for the
given airline, where the Sales level-Supplier Status fac
tor is based on the Supplier Status and the corresponding
Sales level factor for the given airline; and
deriving the Scenario market share for the given airline
from the fair market Share for the given airline in part
based on the Sales level-Supplier Status factor associ
ated with the given airline.
37. The computer-implemented method of claim 34 fur
ther comprising the Step of determining a travel policy factor
for a given airline customer, the travel policy factor being
indicative of an airline customer's ability to shift travelers
towards or away from any given airline, where the Scenario
market share for the given airline is in part based on the
travel policy factor.
38. A computer-implemented method for analyzing airline
travel cost information in relation to one or more predefined
city pairs for a given airline customer, comprising:
providing airline Schedule data for a plurality of airlines,
providing projected airline travel data over a predefined
time period in relation each of the predefined city pairs
for the given airline customer;
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providing airline fair marketshare data for each airline in
relation to each of the predefined city pairs,
determining expected travel time in relation to each
airline Serving the one or more predefined city pairs,
where the expected travel time is computed from the
projected airline travel data, the airline Schedule data
and the airline fair marketshare data;

identifying a value for a traveler's time, and
determining expected travel time cost data in relation to
each airline Serving the one or more city pairs, where
the expected travel time cost data is computed by
multiplying the value of a traveler's time by the
expected travel time.
39. A method for defining an airline pricing agreement
between an airline customer and a given airline, comprising:
identifying one or more city pairs which are used by
travelers of the airline customer, the city pairs being
Serviced by the given airline;
determining a fair market Share for the given airline in
relation to at least one of the city pairs, and using the
fair market share as a basis for a pricing agreement
between the airline customer and the given airline.
40. The method of claim 39 using the fair market share
further comprises defining a pricing arrangement in connec
tion with a volume of the customer's airline travel during a
predefined time period, where the Volume corresponds to the
fair market share for the given airline during the predefined
time period.
41. The method of claim 40 further comprising specifying
a minimum or a predefined range of deviation from the fair
market share for the volume of travelers from the airline
CuStOmer.

42. The method of claim 39 wherein the step of deter
mining a fair market Share further comprises calculating the
fair market share for the given airline based on a frequency
of the flights Serving the city pair, an aircraft type for each
flight Serving the city pair, and an incremental travel time of
each flight associated with the city pair.
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43. The method of claim 42 wherein the incremental

travel time is determined by the steps of:
computing an elapsed travel time for each flight Servicing
the city pair;
identifying a baseline flight, the baseline flight having the
shortest elapsed travel time from amongst the flights
Servicing the city pair; and
computing an incremental travel time for each flight,
where the incremental travel time is the difference

between the elapsed travel time of a flight and the
elapsed travel time for the baseline flight.
44. A method for defining an airline pricing agreement
between an airline customer and a given airline, comprising:
identifying one or more city pairs which are used by
travelers of the airline customer, the city pairs being
Serviced by the given airline;
determining a fair market Share for the given airline in
relation to at least one of the city pairs, Such that the fair
market share is based on Schedule-based factors asso

ciated with the flights Serving the city pair;
determining a Scenario market share for the given airline
in relation to the at least one city pair, Such that the
Scenario market Share is based on non-Schedule-based

factors, and

using at least one of the fair market share or the Scenario
market share as a basis for a pricing agreement between
the airline customer and the given airline.
45. The method of claim 44 wherein the step of using at
least one of the fair market share and the Scenario market

share further comprises defining a pricing arrangement in
connection with a volume of the customer's airline travel

during a predefined time period, where the Volume corre
sponds to the at least one of the fair market share or the
Scenario market share for the given airline during the
predefined time period.
46. The method of claim 45 further comprising specifying
a minimum or a predefined range of deviation from the at
least one of the fair market share or the Scenario market
share for the volume of travelers from the airline customer.
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